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Considerable savings predicted through greener public
tenders

Predictions totalling the equivalent of
more than 900,000 tonnes of CO2 have
been made for the green procurement
activities undertaken through the
EU-funded GPP 2020 project. The
environmental savings estimated amount
to 956,000 barrels of crude oil, or the
contents of over fifteen oil tankers. Over
the course of three years, more than 100
low-carbon tenders were implemented by
over 40 public authorities in nine countries.
The project worked with public procurers

in Europe to implement innovative,
environmentally-friendly tenders. These
impressive tenders were the basis for models
that make it easier to purchase low-carbon
goods and services. Examples range from
the procurement of more energy-efficient
commercial dishwashers in Germany, which
saw the CO2 equivalent of 207 flights from
Barcelona to Ljubljana saved, to the joint
procurement of an energy performance
contract for Italian hospitals, which saved
the astounding equivalent of the power
needed to light 341 football stadiums each
year. More detailed information about the
methodology used can be found here.
GPP 2020 also put in place structures
to support public authorities looking
to implement low-carbon tenders in
future. These include dedicated national
helpdesks, replicable case studies and an
international training programme. All the
resources are available at www.gpp2020.eu.

Zoom in on… New criteria for Roads
On 10 June, the European Commission
published new (voluntary) EU GPP
criteria for Road Design, Construction
and Maintenance. This criteria set
contains recommendations that apply
to both the construction of new roads
and maintenance and rehabilitation
of existing ones. The criteria are
accompanied by a Procurement Practice
Guidance Document, which provides
specific advice on how to integrate
GPP criteria at the right stage of the
procurement process. The new criteria
are available in English; the other official
languages will follow soon.
More information...

Awarding good practice for GPP in Cyprus
Natalia
Georgiou
works
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Environmental Officer
for the Department
of Environment of
the Cypriot Ministry
of Agriculture, Rural
Development
and
Environment.
Since
2010, she is the main contact person for Green
Public Procurement (GPP) in Cyprus.

The Department of Environment has
organised awards for GPP good practice
over the last couple of years. Can you
tell us about some of the winners? The
first GPP Awards ceremony was held
in September 2014 in Nicosia aimed
at acknowledging the efforts of public
contracting authorities in doing GPP,
at a national and local level, which had
developed integrated GPP policies or were
making greener purchases in the following

categories: Office IT equipment, lighting,
vehicles, air conditioning or construction.
In that edition, a total of ten awards were
given. The first prize was awarded to the
University of Technology for an Integrated
GPP policy, which focused on including
GPP criteria for all computer purchases,
photocopiers, printers and monitors.
Replacing the old lighting system for a more
energy efficient one, and including green
criteria into purchases of vehicles were also
part of the University’s achievements.
Last year, the second GPP Awards
ceremony took place in Cyprus. From the
15 prizes awarded, the Cyprus Police was
granted the prize for integrating green
criteria in the purchase of their vehicles.
To view the interview in full, click here.
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Zoom in on… Procurement of Food
and Catering Services

The presentations given at the first
webinar for this year, organised by the EU
GPP Helpdesk, are available online. The
online event was held on 23 June and
provided an insight into the upcoming
European recommendations for GPP
of food and catering services (due to
be released in 2017 by the European
Commission). Good practice from the
cities of Turin (Italy) and Copenhagen
(Denmark) were also presented. If you
missed the event, a recording is also
available online.
More information...
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GPP examples
Vienna’s energy efficient Data Centre (Austria)
With the goal of bundling staff, resources
and infrastructure into one single location,
the City of Vienna began planning (in
2010) the construction of an ecologically
sustainable Data Centre, which would
house all of the servers needed by the City
administration, including also the City’s
ICT Department. Following the principles
of Vienna’s Sustainable Procurement
Programme, the City sought to design
a building which utilised an innovative
cooling/heating system and one where
energy-saving workplace technologies and products were highly encouraged.
Construction finished in May 2013 of a building comprising of nine levels covering
a total ground area of 14,500m². Seven of these levels are dedicated to office space
with 600 workspaces, 22 meeting rooms, four training rooms, an output centre and
one event centre. The two lowest levels of the building are for the Data Centre, and are
located at a depth of -12 metres, with the ground water level beginning at -3.5 metres.
The cool ground water provides the data centre, and the office levels above, with a free,
natural cooling system, while the heat produced by the servers provides the above
offices with free heating. In the colder seasons, the use of innovative technologies in
the cooling system makes it possible to use external air and to provide “free cooling”.

Zoom in on… Buying Green! available
in 23 languages
The Buying Green! Handbook is the
European
Commission’s
leading
publication for assisting public sector
entities to purchase goods and services
that have a lower impact on the
environment. The third edition of the
Handbook was fully revised to detail the
possibilities of how contracting bodies
can put their GPP policies into practice
under the 2014 EU Public Procurement
Directives. The latest edition of the
Handbook is now available in all official
23 EU languages online.
More information...

Download the full case study here.
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Energy performance contracting for efficient outdoor
lighting in Cadiz (Spain)
Jimena de la Frontera is a historic town
located in the province of Cadiz, in the
southern region of Andalusia, Spain, and
has a population of approximately 10,000
people. An improvement in the energy
efficiency of public outdoor lighting was
one of the specific actions included in the
Municipality’s Sustainable Energy Action
Plan. Modernising Jimena de la Frontera’s
existing installations was necessary
in order to comply with the latest regulations, and in order to reduce energy
consumption, particularly from lighting.
At the end of 2012, a public call for tenders was published with the aim of modernising
and operating, public outdoor lighting systems in Jimena de la Frontera through an
Energy Performance Contract (EPC).
Since the EPC began at the end of 2013, 70% savings have been achieved. The new
energy management service carried out by ESCO has enabled a greater control of
the public outdoor lighting installations through their modernisation, and a reduced
consumption in energy. Furthermore, the more modern lighting facilities provide an
improved service to the general public.
Download the full case study here.

To read more GPP examples, visit the European Commission’s GPP website.
Previous issues of the GPP News Alert are available here.

Zoom in on... European Assistance
for Innovation Procurement
The European Assistance for Innovation
Procurement
(eafip)
initiative
focuses on promoting the benefits of
innovation procurement, as well as
providing training and assistance to
public procurers which have a concrete
interest in implementing innovation
procurements of ICT based solutions
across the EU during three years (20152017). A number of events related to
energy and procurement, for instance,
will be happening in the second half of
the year.
More information...
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